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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA I arc L D
"CNUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

before the
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 90 AN 18 P3 M

r.rnu of stuf1EY
DOCKiltNG A 5[ CVICi-

liitt NCHi

In the Matter of )
)

VERMONT' YANKEE NUCLEAR ) Docket No. 50 271 OLA-4
POWER CORPORATION ) (Operating License

) Extension)
(Vermont Yankee Nuclear ) L

Power Station) )

MOTION TO COMPEL ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES
(VERMONT SET NO.1)

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.740(f), Vermont moves that the Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board (" Board") enter an order compelling the licensee, Vermont Yankee

Nuclear Power Corporation (" Vermont Yankee"), to give proper answers to those of

its " Interrogatories Propounded by the State of Vermont to the Vermont Yankee

Nuclear Power Corporation (Set No.1)" as are set forth herein. The interrogatories

were serve by mail on April 27, 1990; the answers were served by mail on March 30,

1990.2 |

1 The responses served on Vermont were incomplete, lacking all attachments to
the responses except the first two pages of attachment 21. Upon receipt of the
incomplete responses on June .4,1990, Vermont immediately notified counsel for
Vermont Yankee of the missing attachments. Vermont Yankee then sent the
attachments to Vermont by overnight deliveryt Vermont received the attachments on
June 5.
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I. Introduction and General Considerations

Vermont moves to compel complete responses to a number of interrogatories

which fall into the same general category. These are Interrogatories Nos.1,2,3,5,

6, 7, 8, 9,10,13,14, 20, 37, 49, 50, 51, 56, 62, 67 and 72. In each of these

interrogatories Vermont requested detailed information related to Contention VII. In

each response, Vermont Yankee provides references which may be inspected by - |

Vermont. An example is Interrogatory No.13. This interrogatory seeks information

fundamental to the case. It requests identification and description of the changes

made to the maintenance program documents since they were inspected by the NRC

Maintenance Team, as reported in Inspection Report (IR) 89 80. Vermont seeks this

information to understand how, if at all, the licensee has attempted to remedy the

" weaknesses" identified in IR 89 80. This information is absolutely necessary to the

case, and reasonable to request of Vermont Yankee since Vermont Yankee is

completely knowledgeable of the changes because it has made them all in the last

year. However, the licensee's response is:

"The revision history for each of the documents [ maintenance procedures)
identified in the foregoing interrogatory can be derived from an inspection of
the current revision of the document itself."

For Vermont to derive this information from over 300 maintenance procedures

(derived from Attachment 141 to Vermont Yankee's responses) which have been

revised since the maintenance team inspection represents an enormously time-

consuming and costly effort. Either the current and previous revisica of the

document would have to be copied at 15 cents /page or weeks spent at the plant

reviewing documents. Vermont expects that the result of this review would show that '

a smaller number of procedures have been revised to address NRC Maintenance
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Team concerns, and a large number, which could be covered by a single sentence, 1

have been revised in minor ways through Vermont Yankee's ongoing review process.

Vermont Yankee's response is evasive and purposefully burdensome.2

These responses offering inspection of documents instead of the requested

information are objectionable because they continue the strategy which the licensee

has employed thus far in the proceeding to hinder Vermont's ability to prepare its

case with limited resources. Vermont propounded the interrogatories of Set No.1 on

April 27,1990, and expected the information requested to be provided by May 16,

1990. Instead, to accommodate the licensee's needs, Vermont agreed to the

stipulation of May 14, 1990, enlarging the time for responses until May 30, 1990.

Vermont received the responses on June 4, 1990,8 and expected the requested

information to be in hand on the date. De licensee, choosing to avoid providing

information requested by instead making general references to documents which may

be inspected, knows that Vermont must send representatives to visit and inspect,

8 It should be noted that the licensee's response to Interrogatory 13 does not
appear to be entirely true, and is problematic in several other ways. Vermont does
not believe the response to be true in stating that "the reason each revision has been
made," which Vermont Yankee presumably means by " revision history," can be
" derived from an inspection of the current revision of the document itself." The >

current revision contains amendment bars showing "the location ... of each revision"
and to some extent, "the nature of each revision." To determine complet ly "the ,

nature of each revision" the previous revision must be reviewed to determine "what
changed to what." Furthermore, Vermont does not know how to determine "the ,

'

reason each revision has been made"; this information must be explicitly provided by
Vermont Yankee. !

Other problems with the response include no identification of the current
revision date for procedures (they can, however, be determined from Response 14),
and no offer of the procedures for inspection.

8 As noted in an earlier footnote, Vermont did not receive the complete
responses until June 5.
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request and receive copies, and locate the requested information within the

documents. This will resul't in adding literally weeks to the time it will eventually l

receive the information to which it was entitled on May 16,1990 (and by stipulation,

May 30,1990).* i
!

Vermost seeks relief from the licensee's actions which delay the preparation of
i

our case. We agree that through research, the requested information may be i

determined in the licensee's references, but this takes time. However, we also believe

that each request for information was reasonable, and informational responses should

have been provided. An effective remedy to the delays in case preparation would be

a significant enlargement of the discovery period, on the order of six months.8 This I

:

* A first attempt at inspecting documents was conducted by a Vermont engineer
on June 6,1990. While certain documents were inspected by Vermont and copied for
Vermont, others were requested and not received. The first document requested was
the Engineering Design Bases Manual (EDBM) identified in Response No. 6.
Following inspection, a copy of the EDBM was requested. The Vermont engineer
was told that it would have to be checked whether he could have it. This decision
was not forthcoming until June 8,1990, when the Vermont engineer was told a copy
would be provided during the week of June 11 to 15.

Also during the morning of June 6, the Vermont engineer requested copies of
several specific Maintenance Requests. At day's end, the Vermont engineer was lead
to a microfilm reader / printer which had not been maintained properly. After
approximately one-half hour of trying unsuccessfully to get a copy, the engineer was
told it was the end of the Vermont Yankee work day, and that he would have to
leave.

Vermont was informed by telephone on June 8 that it should expect discovery
delays because the licensee intends to staff the discovery effort with a "co-op student"
who must check with engineers or managers not present on whether Vermont may
have the requested documents. Vermont views all this as a continuation of Vermont
Yankee's strategy to impede Vermont in its ability to prepare its case.

5 Extending the discovery period i,y six months would not be prejudicial to this
proceeding since the effectiveness of any finding would not be until 2007. Vermont
has no wish or moti_ve tc ilay this proceeding, but rather the opposite. While
admittedly unreachable in this proceeding, Vermont believes this proceeding has, and
will, result in safety improvements with effects in the present term, as .vell as in the
extended period. Vermont's motive is to hasten rather than to impede this process.
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should provide a period sufficient to counteract the licensee's delaying tactics. In lieu

of such remedy, the licensee must be compelled to provide tia requested information
i

without delay.
,

II. The Oldections

A. Introduction

The licensee issues objections to 37 Interrogatories, some of which have

responses provided, while continuing to rely upon the objection. Several general

considerations are provided in the following comments.

B. Qualined life of structures, systems and components (Interrogatories 25,
47 and 48)

The licensee objects to these interrogatories claiming that each refers to

qualified life which has been excluded by the Board in its consideration of Contention

VI. Relevant Board statements concerning Contention VI are:

" Basis t. asserts that the environmental qualification program at Vermont
Yankee fails to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 50.49 because it
evaluates a 40-year life by assuming life begins with initial operation."
(Order of January 26,1990 at 38)

" Licensee asserts that the environmental qualification program does not
make such an evaluation [for a 40 year equipment life). Rather, the
program simply seeks to replace each component it has evaluated at a
time before it will wear out, selecting the time in a conservative fashion

Vermont's only desire with such an extension of discovery is to have time to prepare
its case.

5
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(Id. [ Vermont Yankee Brief at 33, n. 37]). We agree." (Order of
January 26,1990 at 39)

1. Quallned ufe is Important for the Extended Period j

It is not clear how the Board's rulings on Contention VI square with

I" Conceptual Approach to a Ucense Renewal Rule." (54 FR 41984) Vermont

maintains the position that there is no technical difference between plant life

extension (so called " PLEX") and this operating license extension. For PLEX it is

proposed to require:

" Determine which of the following degradation mechanisms may affect systems,
structures and components." (XX.9.(c)(3) at 54 FR 41985)

,

" Describe, with appropriate technical basis, what will ensure that the systems,
structures and components ... will continue to maintain the design, functional,
and environmental requirements ... throughout the term of the renewal license,
for each degradation mechanism determined to be relevant." (XX.9.(c)(4) at 54
FR 41985)

These two statements amount to determination of qualified life for systems, structures

and components which exceed their .icensed lifetimes.

Without the assurance provid:d by a determination of qualified life, the only

level of assurance is corrective mair.tenance; that is, the equipment is found failed,

the safety standard is violated, and the corrective maintenance program is left to fix

the problem while the plant is left in a degraded condition.

There is one exception to this: predictive maimenance. Perhaps predictive

maintenance measures could provide assurance that aging equipment could be

detected before failure and degraded safety standards. Vermont does not believe this

to be so. It is fairly easy to demonstrate that predictive maintenance has not

6
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prevented equipment failures which have left the plant in a degraded condition with

less that its design basis operable.

This leaves only the corrective maintenance function for assurance of safety.

After equipment fails, the maintenance program can fix it quickly or the plant can

shut down, with the plant in a less than design basis condition until the repair is

successfully completed. Vermont contends that this does not satisfy the " reasonable

assurance" requirement of 10 C.F.R. I 50.57(a)(3)(i).

For these reasons, qualified life through the extended period is not only

relevant but also of key importance to Contention VII in this proceeding.

2. The Aspect of Quallfled Life Excluded by the Board's Order on
Contention VI, Sub part t is Whether the Envimnmental
Qualincation Program Falls to Meet the Requirements of 10
C.F.R. 6 50.49

1

The Board's order excluded consideration of qualified life pursuant to
'

Contention VI, Sub-part t, which was based on 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49. Similarly, Vermont

Yankee's objections to Interrogatories Nos. 47 and 48' refer to 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49. I

Interrogatories Nos. 25,47 and 48 make no such assertion of failing to meet the

requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49, and thus Vermont Yankee's objections are

unfounded.

3. Whether a Quallned Life Program Exists is Not Excluded in
Contention VII

6 Vermont Yankee's objection to Interrogatory No. 25 only contains a vague
reference to Contention VI.

7
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The wording of Contention VII was left intact in its admission by the Board. I

1

This wording, in part, refers to a program to " determine and replace all components

found to have aged to a point where they no longer meet the safety standards." This
1

is exactly the function that the licensee attributes to the environmental program in j

" Licensee's Response to Proposed Contentions," 50 271 OLA-4, November 10, 1989:

"(The EQ program] seeks to determlae the service life of equipment, applying a
margin to assure a conservative (ranging up to 1000%) result. The program
then determines that item in question must be replaced at or before this time
elapses," (at 33, n. 37)

The environmental qualification program as stated by the licensee exactly fits

the statement of Contention VII. Therefore, while the Board has excluded from this

proc eding a challenge to the 10 C.F.R. i 50.49 program, determining the existence of

qualified lives is not excluded, nor should matters related to determinations of

qualified life for equipment outside the 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 program.

t

4. EQ Qualined Lives Cannot be Separated from the Maintenance
Program

i

Qualified life and the program to maintain that qualified life, and to replace

the item at the end of qualified life, are integrally related. For example, the

Vermont Yankee " Maintenance Program," 12/29/89, identifies in the Program

Implementation Matrix (Attachment 2) the following procedures related to EQ

qualified life:

|
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AP 0305 I&C Department Environmental Qualification (EQ)
Maintenance and Surveillance Program

'

AP 0013 Replacement of Environmental Qualified Electrical
Equipment

Environmental Qualification Program Manual"*""

AP 0011 EQ Document Revision Instructions

Furthermore, AP 0200, Conduct of Maintenance Activities, has a complete section on

EQ (Section 2.2.8, EQ Maintenance and Surveillance Program). These references

demonstrate the strong interrelationship between EQ and Maintenance, such thet the

Board should not exclude consid ration of EQ information that is clearly relevant to

Contention VII.

5. The Objection Should be Overruled

For the reasons stated in this section, the Board should overrule Vermont

Yankee's objections to Interrogatory Nos. 25,47 and 48. Interrogatory No. 25

requests a list of the qualified life for structures, systems and components. This

interrogatory also requests the basis for the qualified life. Such basis could be the

EQ program, vendor statements, historical reliability data, engineering judgement or

none. This information is needed to assess the effectiveness of the maintenance

program in determining and replacing aging components. Specifically it is needed to

l address instances in which the maintenance program failed to maintain, determine and
~

replace components before failure, as in LER's 89 3, 89-14, 8919 and 89-21.

Interrogatories Nos. 47 and 48 both pertain to the statement regarding

requalification of components from Attachment 2 of the application. This information

9
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is needed for the same reasons as the information requested in Interrogatory No. 25,

and for the additional reason that, according to Vermont Yankee's definition of its
1

maintenance program, the procedures for this requalification should be part of the

maintenance program. The lack of such procedures would represent an uncorrected
|

" weakness No.1" from sub part b of Contention VII. |

C. Activities related to the construction period (Interrogatories 27,28,29,
30, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 and 70) !

l

The licensee objects to these interrogatories with the common objection:

" Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to [be) related only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed
Contention 7, sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board." -

The statement from the ruling on sub-part o of Contention VII is:

"As we [the Board] noted in dealing with that Contention [VI), failures
during construction do not seem to us necessarily to preclude proper
care during extended life." Order of January 26,1990 at 44.

The ruling to exclude sub part o does not preclude consideration of the

requested information through another sub-part of the admitted contention. Vermont

has requested information related to the construction period in order to determine the

safety significance and root cause of equipment failures. This determination is in

accordance with sub parts m and n of Contention VII. It is possible that the cause

for the maintenance program to fail to maintain and determine and replace an aging

component may be premature aging due to events in the construction period. If this

were so, predictive technique could be effective in determining such failure.

i

L 10
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iThe objections to these interrogatories should be overruled since it is'

reasonable for Vermont to consider conditions during the construction period for

evaluation, just as it is reasonable to consider conditions during operation (see

Interrogatories Nos. 23 and 24).

III. Speel5c Interrogatory Answers

Interrogatory .

1. Please identify all persons who participated in the preparation of answers to
these interrogatories and production requests: -

a. Des ribe in detail the specific portions of each response to which each
persot contributed.

b. Provide the most current resume available for each identified individual.

c. Describe the qualifications of each identified individual, including
training and papers published.

Response-

'

The persons who participated in the preparation of these answers to
interrogatories, exclusive of counsel, are as follows:

'i.
'

Individual Organization Interronatories

Donald A. Reid VYNPC All

Francis J. Helin VYNPC All

H. Michael Metell VYNPC 42, 60

Robert E. Sojka VYNPC 17, 18, 114

Kathy M. Casey VYNPC 115

Robert J. Wanayk VYNPC 2, 3, 8, 16,
50,51,52,

11
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53, 54, 116,
117, 122

Terry A. Watson VYNPC 55, 56, 122

Richard P. Lopriore VYNPC 57, 69, 123

David L Phillips VYNPC 57, 59, 61, 62,
64, 65, 66,
67, 68 i

Gary Cappuccio VYNPC 6, 7

Dennis C. Gir uir VYNPC 8,9,32,33, |
119 |

l

James M. DeVincentis VYNPC 9, 19, 118

Mark Stello VYNPC 32, 33, 119

Michael V. Ball VYNPC 21 ;

Individual Organization Interronatories
Patrick B, Corbett VYNPC 22, 23, 24, 25,

99,100,101

Richard G. Mossey VYNPC 71

Kevin H. Bronson VYNPC 72, 73

Randall W. Spinney VYNPC 78

James C. Kinsey VYNPC 44-

Charles Rice LRS 102, 103, 104

R. L Smith YNSD 10, 11, 20, 27,
28,29,30,31,
36,37,38,39,
40, 41, 109

W. K. Peterson YNSD 10, 11, 15, 25,
39,40

P. J. Donnelly YNSD 15, 16, 121

M. P. Saniuk YNSD 22, 23, 25,

12
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47,48'
,

R. E. Swenson YNSD 24, 25, 41, 43,
.

80, 81, 82, 83,
84, 85, 86, 87,
88, 89, 90, 91,
92,93 ,

E. J. Betti YNSD 25, 43, 70

K. J. Burns YNSD 26

L A. Tremblay YNSD 74, 75, 76, 77,
78, 79, 94, 95,
96,97,98,
110, 111, 112

It should be understood, however, that drafts of answers were reviewed by, and
information used in preparing answers was assembled by, persons not identified
in the foregoing list,

n. See above table.

b. Resumes are available for inspection.

c. This information is contained in the resumes.

Argument

The response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I. Sub-part b.

requests that the most current resume be provided. Sub part c requests a description

of the qualifications of each individual. The licensee has not provided the resumes

and has not described qualifications, instead stating they are "available for inspection."
l

This response will delay by weeks our receipt of the information to which we are

' entitled, if indeed time permits its discovery at all.

!-
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The requested information is reasonable and necessary for our case
,

development. The inspection which is offered is burdensome. The licensee should be

compelled to provide the requested information. )
:

|
|

|

Interrogatory f
|

2. Identify each and every supervisor who has been responsible for maintenance 1

lor surveillance activities at the Vermont Yankee plant at any time since
January 1,1988. As to each such person, provide the following information:-

What was his or her precise responsibility or responsibilities fora.
maintenance and/or surveillance at the Vermont Yankee plant?

b. Identify each and every structure, system and component upon which he
or she supervised maintenance or surveillance work. ,

c. Describe in detail the precise instructions he or she received in the
performance of his or her maintenance tasks.

d. Describe in detail the manner in which he or she received instructions.

1) Who provided the instruction?
2) In what form was it provided?
3) Identify all documentation that exists to verify that the instructions

were provided and received.

e. Identify his or her dates of employment by Vermont Yankee,

f. Describe any changes in responsibilities while employed with Vermont
Yankee, and identify the effective dates of these changes.

g. For each person identified, state his or her qualifications and training,
and provide the most current resume available.

Response

A list of individuals having supervisory responsibility for maintenance
and surveillance activities since 1/1/88 is provided on Attachment 21 to these
answers.

14
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The responsibilities of these individuals are described in written job !a.
descriptions maintained by the personnel department, which job !
descriptions are available for inspection. ;

1

b. It is reasonable to expect that these individuals could have supervised
work in any area of the plant to which they are assigned, indicated by
their responsibilities and job descriptions provided in response to part a.
In addition, our maintenance and surveillance records, such as
maintenance request sign offs (AP 0021), surveillance sheet sign offs and
tag out request sheets (AP-0140) indicate the supervisor responsible for
the accomplishment of the various maintenance and su veillance activities
and are available for inspection.

'

c. The specific instructions that control the accomplishment of maintenance
and surveillance activities at Vermont Yankee can be found in
surveillance and maintenance procedures. These procedures'are
identified in the response to Interrogatory No.14. Additionally these
personnel are provided formalized training in the accomplishment of
various specific maintenance tasks from the training department and
experienced job incumbents or, at times, training is provided directly
from the vendor for certain components. Additionally training is
provided in generic topics such as " troubleshooting" reading of drawings,
and the like.

Additional instruction may be provided by the Department Supervisor (s) :

or other management, as appropriate. The level of detail of any
additional instruction provided by the department supervisor (s) depends
on the nature of the activity, and the experience level of the personnel
involved. In most cases this type of instruction is verbal and therefore
the precise details of such instruction is not documented. In general the
type of instruction given to supenisors deals with priorities, availability
of resources, special operational considerations, etc.

-

d. Instructions given to maintenance and surveillance supervisors are for the
most part contained in procedures. Additional instruction is provided as
described above with respect to sub-part c.

1) The procedures that control maintenance and surveillance
,

L~
activities are considered " Management Directives" and as

|
such as reviewed and approved by management. Also as

| stated in response to part c., instruction can be provided by
the Training Department staff, more experienced workers,

| or directly from vendors.
|

|- Generally any additional direction is provided thrcugh the
line management organization. However, specificI

| instructions can come from other parts of the organization
|

15
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as is indicated by the department procedures. An exampie
is the direction from a shift supervisor, or Health Physics
Technician regarding plant conditions.

2) This instruction can be either formal or informal and occur.

in the classroom, shop, or the plant. However, the actual j

accomplishment of any maintenance or surveillance tasks is
governed by the appropriate procedure. i

l

3) The verification that these instructions were received is 1

documented in job order files, Maintenance Request sign- !
offs, and in satisfactory post maintenance and oprational l

testing. These records are available for inspect.on.

Procedures govern the accomplishment of all tasks, and I
'

ensure that any work done is done in accordance with
approved management directives as indicated by AP 0831
" plant procedures". Copies of procedures which provide
instructions to supervisors are available on site for
inspection. Any instructor guide (IG) is also available for
inspection.

c. This information is provided in Attachment 21.

f. See Attachment 21.

g. The entry level qualifications are contained in the job descriptions
mentioned in 2a., above. Training is provided in accordance with the
INPO accredited training program and copies of training records are
available in our Training Dept. Copies of resumes are available in our
personnel department..

Argument

The response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I. Sub-part a

requests precise responsibilities. Instead of providing this information, the licensee

states " job descriptions are available for inspection." Sub-part g requests qualifications

- and training for each person. Instead of stating this qualification and training, the

licensee responses that copies of resumes and training records are available for

.

16
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inspection. As with Interrogatory No.1, this inspection will cause inordinate delay

before receipt of the information.

The requested information is reasonable and necessary for our case

development. The inspection which is offered is burdensome. The licensee should be

compelled to provide the requested information.

t

'

,

Interrogatory

3. Identify each and every Vermont Yankee employee who has been responsible
for or has performed maintenance or surveillance activities at the Vermont ,

Yankee plant at any time since January 1,1988. As to each such person,
provide the following information:

a. What was his or her precise responsibility or responsibilities for
maintenance and/or surveillance at the Vermont Yankee plant?

b, Identify each and every structure, system and component upon which he
or she performed maintenance or sarveillance work.

c. Describe in detail the precise instructions he or she received in the '

performance of his or her maintenance tasks. ,

,

d. Describe in detail the manner in which he or she received instructions,
1) Who provided the instruction? .

2) In what form was it provided?
3) Identify all documentation that exists to verify that the instructions

were prosided and received,

e. Identify his or her dates of employment by Vermont Yankee,

f. Describe any changes in responsibilities while employed with Vermont
Yankee, and identify the effective dates of these changes.

g. For each person identified, state his or her qualifications snd training,
and provide the most current resume available.

Response

17
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A listing of all Vermont Yankee employees having responsibility for, or who
have performed maintenance and surveillance activities since 1/1/88 is provided
on Attachment 31 to these answers,

The responsibilities of these individuals is described in written joba.
descriptions, which are available for inspection.

b. It would be extremely time consuming (and perhaps impossible) to
identify each and every structure, system or component on which any
particular individual performed maintenance or surveillance work, since
our records are not maintained int hat fashion. It is reasonable to
expect, however, that they could have performed work in any area they
were assigned, int he I&C Department, personnel initial maintenance i

requests for all work for which they were part of the work party. !
I
1

c. See response to 2(c), above regarding procedural compliance, training !
'

and additional instructions.

The level of detail of additional instruction depends on the nature of the
r.ctivity, and the experience level of the person who will be performing'

it. this information is typically discussed and therefore the precise
details of such instruction are not retained. In general, the discussion
would include items such as: safety, parts availability, ALARA, plant
conditions, and the like,

d. See response to question 2.d.

e. This information is provided in Attachment 31.

f. Provided in Attachment 31.

g. Resumes, as such, do not exist for the personnel in question (at least in
the Company's records).

Argument
i

The response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I. Sub-part a

requests precise responsibilities. Instead of providing this information, the licensee

states job descriptions are "available for inspection." As with Interrogatory No.1, this

inspection will cause weeks of delay before receipt of the information.

18
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This response is also incomplete and unresponsive. The licensee's response to

sub-part g is completely unrelated to the requested information. Sub part g requested

a statement of qualification and training. Licensee's response is that resumes "do not

exist." Regardless of whether resumes exist or not, Vermont asked for the

qualifications and training of the persons identified in this interrogatory. If Vermont

Yankee does not know these qualifications and training, it should state, "We do not

know the qualifications and training of our maintenance craftspersons."

The licensee should be compelled to provide the information requested in sub-
1

parts a and g.

|

Interrogatory

5. Identify each and every licensed control room operator, senior control operator,
and shift supervisor who is currently employed by Vermont Yankee, or has
been in your employ at any time since January 1,1988. (Please note: The
information for operators is requested based on opinions reported in the
Report #3-88 of LRS Incorporated, quoted in sub-part j of Contention VII.)
As to each such person, provide the following information:

a. The dates of employment at Vermont Yankee.

b. All changes in responsibilities while employed at Vermont Yankee, and
the effective date to each such change.

c. For each person identified, state his or her qualifications and training,
and provide the most current resume available.

Response

A listing of licensed control room operators, senior control room
operators and shift supervisors since 1/1/88 is provided on Attachment 5-1,

a. See Attachment 5-1.

b. See Attachment 51,
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c. Resumes are available for your review in our Personnel Department.
De entry level qualifications are contained in the job descriptions.

-

Training is provided in accordance with the INPO accredited training
program and copies of training records are available in our Training
Department.

Argument

The response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I. Sub part c
'

requests a statement of the qualifications of each individual, and also that resumes be

provided. The licensee has not provided the resumes and has not stated

qualifications, instead stating they are "available for inspection." This response will

delay by weeks our receipt of the information to which we are entitled, if indeed time
'

permits its discovery at all.

The requested information is reasonable and necessary for our case

development. The inspection which is offered is burdensome. The licensee should be
,

compelled to provide the requested information.
1

i

,

interrogatory

6. Please describe in detail the current licensing basis for each structure, system
and component of the Vermont Yankee plant.

Response i

The VYNPS licensing basis is the set of requirements established by the |
following sources:

Facility Operating License (including Technical Specifications).
Applicable Commission Regulations.
Certain NRC orders (those amounting to license amendments).
Certain Licensee commitments,

l
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Vermont Yankee has developed an index that includes a reference to <

the documents contributing to the current licensing basis, which index is known ,

as the Engineering Design Basis Manual. The Engineering Design Basis
Manual, and the source documents indexed therein, are available for inspection.

4

Argument
.

!

The response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I. The request
L

is for a detailed description and instead the licensee provides an incomplete reference j

(lacking date, author, present location and custodian see Instruction 5(c) from

Vermont's first set of interrogatories to Vermont Yankee) to a document "known as

the Engineered Design Basis Manual." The description which licensee does providc is

evasive. Instead of describing any basis in detail, licensee uses indefinite descriptions

such as "(a]pplicable Commission Regulations," "[c]ertain NRC orders," and "(c]ertain

Licensee commitments." These regulations, orders and commitments should be

described in detail. The licensee should be compelled to provide the requested

information.

Intern >gatory

7. For each of the items described in the preceding question:

a. State whether the current licensing basis is different from the licensing
basis when the Vermont Yankee plant was originally granted its
operating license,

b. If the current licensing basis is different from the original licensing basis,
identify each and every document which caused the licensing basis to
change from its original basis.

Response
i

21
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Please note that this question assumes that there is a " licensing basis"
document separately for each system, structure and component comprising ' i

!Vermont Yankee. This is not correct. There is a licensing basis for the plant,
and the systems, structures and components must satisfy it. thus this question
cannot be answered precisely as framed. Nonetheless, to the extent, that
information of this sort exists (or information of a different sort was intended
to be elicited), the information can be derived from the documents described in
the response to Interrogatory No. 6.

i

Argument i

This response is ambiguous. Sub-part b requests a statement whether each

l

current licensing basis is different from the original licensing basis. The licensee

responds that "to the extent that information of this sort exists (or information of a

different sort was intended to be elicited), the information can be derived from the

documents described in the response to Interrogatory No. 6." Since the licensee uses

the plural for "docurnents" we assume the reference is to " applicable commission o

regulations," "certain NRC orders" and "certain Licensee commitments," as well as to a |

document "known as the Engineered Design Basis Manual." It is impossible to

identify changes from the original licensing basis from vague references to "certain"

and " applicable" documents.

The licensee also bases its deficient response upon an assumption that is

without support. Vermont Yankee asserts, "this question assumes that there is a
.

'lleensing basis' document separately for each system, structure and component

comprising Vermont Yankee." The interrogatory makes no such statement, and the

assumption is Vermont Yankee's fabricetion.

The reference to the Engineering Design Basis Manual is inadequate for the

reasons set forth in Section I. To elicit th requested information from this document

will add weeks to our preparation effort. The requested information is directly

22 ,
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applicable to Contention VII, which states in part "all components found to have aged

to a point where they no longer meet the safety standards apolicable to this olant and

uoon which the plant was originally granted its ooerating license." (emphasis added)

The requested information is needed in the evaluation of the safety significance of

failure of the maintenance program to maintain and determine aging components. As

such, the request is reasonable, and a full, complete, and non ambiguous response
*

should be compelled.

Interrogatory

8. Identify each and every person who has been responsible for reviewing
maintenance requests or work orders for the Vermont Yankee plant with
regard to the current licensing basis of structures, systems and components, or
with regard to the regulatory or safety impact of the request or work orders, at
any time since January 1,1988. As to each such person, provide the following
information:

a. What was his or her precise responsibility or responsibilities?

b. Identify each and every structure, system and component upon which he
or she determined the current licensing basis or determined the
regulatory or safety impact.

c. Describe in detail the precise instructions he or she received for the
performance of his or her review of maintenance requests or work ,

orders.

d. Describe in detail the manner in which he or she received instructions.

1) Who provided the instruction?
2) In what form was it provided?
3) Identify all documentation that exists to verify that the instructions

were provided and received,

Identify his or her dates of employment by Vermont Yankee.e.
:

f. Describe any changes in responsibilities while employed with Vermont
Yankee, and identify the effective dates of these changes.

23
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g. For each person identified, state his or her qualifications and training, j
,

and provide the most current resume available, i

Response l
|

A list of individuals responsible for the review of Maintenance Requests
is provided as Attachment 81.

Procedure AP 0021 (" Maintenance Requests") describes 'the process useda.
to repair plant components. As noted in that procedure, maintenance, )
operations and engineering support department personnel and supervisors

'

are responsible for the review of maintenance requests. Vermont I

!Yankee employees treat the potential " safety impact" of tasks assigned to
them as an integral part of their responsibilities. The potential impact .I

of maintenance requests on the " licensing basis" or the design basis is I

reviewed by the Quality Assurance Coordinator (*OAC") and the
Engineering Support Supervisor ("ESS"). Any plant maintenance that
potentially impacts the current licensing basis is accomplished via a plant
or engineering design change or plant alteration, as defined in AP 6000,
6004, 6003, respectively. The duty Shift Supervisor has the responsivility
of system Safety Class determination. The repair department head has
the responsibility for component safety class determination. The precise
responsibilities of these individuals with regard to this review is set forth
in procedure Ap-0021,

b. The maintenance requests reviewed by any specific individual are
available for inspection.

c. Each OAC person receives training in ASME Section XI scope and
requirements. The OAC and ESS personnel receive training in plant
procedures: AP 6000 (Plant Design Change Requests), AP 6003 (Plant
Alteration Requests), AP 6004 (Engiacering Design Change Request),
Ap 0021 (Maintenance Request), and AP 6022 (Job Order Files),

d. The OAC instruction is performed formally by the Vermont Yankee
Training Department and informally by the departing OAC or by the
Senior OA Engineer. ESS instruction in the use of the applicable
procedures is performed formally by the Vermont Yankee Training
Department. Documentation of formai training is maintained by the
Training Department and is available for inspection.

e. This information is contained in Attachment 8-1.

f. This information is contained in Attachment 81.

g. These resumes are available for inspection.

24
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Argument

The response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I. Sub part c

requests a detailed description of the instructions for reviewing maintenance requests.

Instead, the licensee provides references to procedures. Sub-part g requests a

statement of the qualifications of each individual, and also that resumes be provided.

The licensee has not provided the resumes and has not stateu qualifications, instead

stating they are "available for inspection." This response will delay by weeks our

receipt of th imbrmation to which we are entitled, if indeed time permits its

discovery at all.

The requested informatica is reasonable and necessary for our case

development. The information is needed to investigate " weakness 3" from sub-part b
.

of Contention VII, the " review for appropriateness and technical adequacy of

completed maintenance requests." The inspection which is offered is burdensome.

The licensee should be compelled to provide the requested information.

.

Interrogatory

9. Explain how personnel identified in the preceding question are able to access
the current licensing basis for structures, systems and components. In your
response, please provide the following information:

Identify all procedures which control or establish this review of currenta.
licensing basis.

b. Is the current licensing basis maintained in a central location, accessible
to personnel responsible for maintenance review?

c. Is the current licensing basis distributed by a controlled distribution? If
yes, please respond to the following:

25
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1) Identify the names of the documents in this distribution.
2) Identify the procedure by which these documents are controlled i

and distributed. -!

3) Identify the dates and describe in detail the contents of the last
five revisions to these documenM.

d. Is the current licensing basis maintained in a format accessible by \
computer? If yes, please respond to the following: 1

1) -Identify the manual and descriptive information which describe the
computer program, including how to access information in the
current licensing basis by structure, system or component.

2) Identify the procedure by which this computer data base is :

controlled.
3) How is the modification of this computer data base controlled?
4) Who may modify this computer data base?
5) In what ways is the data base modify?
6) How are modifications to this data base verified as correct?

,

e. Is the current licensing basis for these reviews considered to be the
FSAR7 If yes, please respond to the following:

1) Does the FSAR contain the complete current licensing basis for
each and every structure, system and component?

2) If the response to the above is negative, how does the reviewer
include the missing portions of the current licensing basis in his .
or her review?

3) Is the FSAR indexed in detail by structure, system, and
'

component? If not, describe how the reviewer is able to assure
himself or herself that all of the licensing basis has been
considered (for example, an electrical requirement that is
embedded within the accident analyses assumptions)?

f. If the current licensing basis is not maintained for the maintenance
reviewer by either of the methods of b,c,d or e above, then:

1) Please describe the method by which the current licensing basis is
available to the reviewer.

2) Identify all documents relied upon for this review.
3) Describe the qualifications and provide the most current resume

available and employment history at Vermont Yankee for all
personnel relied upon for this review.*

Response

26
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a. The requirements of the current licensing basis are enveloped by the
Vermont Yankee procedures and policies used by personnel to conduct
maintenance activities. THis is ensured through procedure development i

.
and review as controlled by Ap 0831 " Plant Procedures." The discussion
section of that procedure states: " Administrative controls (procedures)
are necessary for the safe and efficient operation and maintenance of ,

the plant 'and to ensure compliance with license limitations, technical >

specification requirements, state and federal controls and established safe
work practices." ,

In cases where procedure chang 6s may involve changes to the licensing -
basis, they receive a safety evaluation per the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
5 50.59.

As discussed above, VY implements licensing basis review through'the ,

'operating procedures. Therefore, it is not always necessary for personnel
to directly review the licensing basis, since it is captured in the necessary 7

procedures. Exaniples of this type of procedure are:
:

AP 0021 " Maintenance Request"

AP 0013 " Replacement of Environmentally Oualified
'

Equipment"

AP 6000 " Plant Design Change Requests" ,

AP 6002 " Preparing 50.59 Safety Evaluations" '

AP 6004 . Engineering Design Change Requests""

A detailed review of the licensing basis is accomplished during the .

preparation of all design changes (EDCR or PDCR).

' b. Yes,

c. Yes.

1) The documents in this distribution are identified in the response
to question 6. Additionally, as stated in sub part a, the
requirements of the current licensing basis are enveloped by the

'

Vermont Yankee policies and procedures used by personnel to
conduct maintenance activities.

2) Distribution is controlled by Document Control Procedure AP-
6805. Complete distribution lists are available for review.

27
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3) The specifics of revisions to these documents, including revision i

date, are available from an inspection of the documents.
>

'd. -Yes. Statements of the licensing basis as extracted from the VY FSAR
and regulatory correspondence are contained int he controlled document
entitled " Engineering Design Basis Manual." These identical items are in
a computer data base.

1) Instructions for user access to the computer data base are !

contained in the " Engineering Design Basis Manual." |

2) The procedure by which this data base is controlled is contained
in the " Engineering Design Basis Manual."

3) The data base is password protected to assure only authorized
data entry, deletion, or modification.

4) The data base may be modified only by authorized personnel, as
set forth in the " Engineering Design Basis Manual."

5)- Modification is by addition, revision or deletion of record, as
appropriate given modifications of the " Engineering Design Basis
Manual."

6) Verification of modifications to the data base are made by using i

a data entry form that requires signature of the preparer and of a
reviewer for each individual record.

Not exclusively. See the response to Interrogatory No. 6.e.

f. Not applicable.

Argument

The response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I. Sub-part

|- 9.c.3 requests the dates and contents of the last five revisions of the design basis

L
document. Rather than provide an answer ne licensee states that the information is

available for inspection." .|
"

|
-1
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Vermont seeks this information for the reasons stated in the Argument for

Interrogatory No. 7. Since the offer for inspection is burdensome, the licensee should

be compelled to provide the information requested by sub-part 9.c.3.

Interrogatory

10. State the dates of any and all quality assurance audits since JanNary 1,1988,
which reviewed the adequacy of the process of reviewing maintenance requests
or work orders with regard to the current licensing basis or regulatory or safety
impact of the request or work order. Identify all the results of these audits,
including audit reports, reports to management, audit check lists, informal check
lists and hand written notes.

Response

VY-88-% Maintenance Issued 12/30/88
VY.89-06A Maintenance Issued 10/13/89

Other documents the identification of which is called for are identified in these
two reports.

Argument -

The response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I. This
.

interrogatory requests identification (as defined in the definitions of Set No.1) of

audit reports, reports to management, audit check lists, informal check lists and hand

written notes. Instead of identifying these documents, the licensee provides a

reference. For this interrogatory, there is no offer for inspection, so the response is

further deficient since the answer cannot be reached. (We do note, however, that an

offer for inspection of the referenced documents is provided in response to sub-part c

of Interrogatory No.16.)

29
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The information is necessary to determine the extend to which Vermont
-

- Yankee may' have understood the " weaknesses" in its maintenance program. The

requested document identification is completely reasonable, and forcing inspection to
.

obtain this information is burdensome. Therefore, the licensee should be compelled

to identify the requested documents. |

s.

Interrogatory

11. State the dates of any and all quality assurance audits since January 1,1988,
which reviewed the adequacy of the process of maintaining the current licensing
basis in a current and correct condition. Identify all the results of these audits,
including audit reports, reports to management, audit check lists, informal check
lists and hand written notes,

;

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory on the ground that the i
subject thereof is not within the scope of the admitted contention.

Response-

Without waiving this objection, but rather expressly relying upon the
same, the following audits may be of the sort of which identification is
requested:

VY-88-07 Plant Changes 1/11/89
VY-88-15 Technical Specifications 5/20/88
VY-88-01 Operations 1/24/89-
NSD 88 03 Design - VY Project 1/9/89- ,

VY-89-07 Plant Changes 10/31/89
VY-8915 Technical Specifications 6/15/89
NSD-89-03 Design - VY Project 5/26/89
NSD 90-03 Design - VY Project 5/7/90
VY-89 01 Operations 8/2/89 i

Other documents the identification of which is called for are identified in these
reports.

.
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Argument

The licensee's objection is entirely without merit. Vermont has stated the
-

. 1

application of the current licensing. basis to Contention VII in response to Vermont

Yankee Interrogatory (Set No.1) No.1, and has elaborated on the problems
i

associated with the control of the current licensing basis in response to Vermont

Yankee Interrogatory (Set No. 3) No. 3. It is common industry knowledge that -

control of the licensing basis is a problem, especially for older plants like Vermont

Yankee. The licensee would have us believe from its response to sub-part d of-
,

Interrogatory No. 42 that control of the licensing basis is not a problem, but that is

simply not so. The requested quality assurance records provide (or should provide) .|

Vermont Yankee's assessment of its ability to maintain the design basis. An accurate

knowledge of the current licensing base is necessary for the measure of the " safety

standards applicable to this plant."

The response provided "[w]ithout waiving this object" is inadequate for_the

same reasons as the response to Interrogatory No.10. In this case, it is impossible to

reach the requested information since no offer of inspection is provided. The -

objection should be overruled, and the licensee should be compelled to provide the

requested information.

| Interrogatory
,

13. For all revisions to the documents identified in question 12 since the
maintenance team inspection:

i

~

a. Please identify the location and nature of each revision.

b. Please describe in detail the reason each revision has been made,
|

l
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Response

The revision history for each of the documents identified in the
foregoing interrogatory can be derived from an inspection of the current i
revision of the document itself.

Argument

The response i,s used as example in Section I and is inadequate for the reasons
i

set forth in that section. For those reason, the licensee should be compelled to
'

provide the information requested.

,

Interrogatory

14. - Please identify each and every document, in addition to those in response to
interrogatory 12 above, which constitutes the maintenance program upon which
the licensee relles for the license extension sought in the application. Please '

organize your response in the following categories: ;

a. Each and every written procedure,

b. Each and every industry standard, recommendation or practice.

c. Each and every NRC requirement,

d. Each and every vendor recommendation,

e. Every other document relied upon.

Response

Subject to the qualification stated at the foot of this response:

The VYNPS procedures that bearing primarily upon maintenance and ;

surveillance are as set forth on Attachment 14-1 to these answers. To the
extent that any of the classes of items identified in sub-parts b-e of the
interrogatory are components of the formal program, they have been captured
in the procedures.
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- Please note that the foregoing describes the procedural " maintenance I
program" as it exists as of the date of these interrogatories. To the extent that !
the interrogatory implies either that the " maintenance program" is fixed, or that
the nature of the maintenance program as it will exist in 2007 is presently-
determinable, the implication is in error. What Vermont Yankee refers to in . i

the cited portion of Attachment 2 to the Application for an operating license
. amendment in this proceeding is the entirety of the maintenance function,
which generally means the function of ensuring that structures, systems and
components continue in service to achieve their design function, as that
function has been performed by Vermont Yankee for the last 18 years,
including the commitment of Vermont Yankee, as an organization, to perform
that function and the ability of Vermont Yankee, as an organization, to ,

perform that function. The reference in Attachment 2.is not, therefore, to any
specific document or procedure, or any specific method of implementation.

Argument
,

The response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I. Here the

7licensee baldly ignores sub-parts b through e, claiming they have been " captured in

the procedures." We did not ask where they were " captured." We asked that they be

identified. This information is basic to the contention and to the makeup of the

program itself, and is clearly reasonable. The licensee should be compelled toy
1

provide the information requested in sub parts b through e.'

.

L Interrogatory

L

| 15. Specifically identify all maintenance documents produced since or as a result of
the maintenance team inspection. This identification should include the'

1

7 We use the word " baldly" because the licensee has asked Vermont about NRC
*

L- requirements in Vermont Yankee Interrogatories (Set No. 2) Nos. 2,4,5,13,14,15
L and 16. In response to these, we provided as complete a list as we could (Response

No. 2). Despite our list, Vermont Yankee aggressively and egregiously moved to
compel further for our responses calling them " evasive." (Motion to Compel, Response ;

5) Yet when the licensee is asked to identify NRC requirements (sub part c) no |
'

|. answer is provided at all.
|

L 33
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comprehensive and formal maintenance program document" identified in BVY I
"

89 75.

Response
,

i

Vermont Yankee " Maintenance Program," Rev. 0 (12/89).
AP 0312 (" Equipment Technical Information") Rev. O. -

AP 0021-(" Maintenance Requests") Rev.16.
AP 0140 ("VY Local Control Switching Rules") and Rev.13. '

The revision history of the procedures identified on Attachment 141 can
'

be derived from an inspection of the current revision of each procedure.
Please note that this interrogatory was interpreted refer to procedures, not' to
output (product) documents, such as maintenance requests, trend reports, and
the like,

i

Argument

This response defies understanding. On first review, Vermont understood the

four listed maintenance documents to be "all maintenance documents produced since

or as a result of the maintenance team inspection." However, if this is what is meant,

then the response appears to be incomplete since AP 6002, " Preparing 50.59 Safety
e

Evaluations" was originally issued on August 29,1989. (The maintenance team

inspection ended March 10, 1989.) This procedure is identified specifically as a

maintenance document in the " Maintenance Program" document. 'If the four

|

procedures are not meant to be the answer to the interrogatory, it is unclear what
|

!

i their significance is. Because procedural developnient since the maintenance team

inspection is obviously relevant to this proceeding, Vermont Yankee should be
,

[ compelled to provide a complete, clear and truthful response to this interrogatory.
|

L
\

|
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Interrogatory i

16. Please respond to the following concerning the vendor manual update program:,

Identify the person or persons who have performed or are performinga.
the vendor manual update. For each such person, state his or her
technical qualifications, and provide the most recent resume available.

b. Identify the procedure (s) which govern (s)s the vendor manual update
- program.

;

c. Identify the date of any and all quality assurt.f ce audits of: 1

1. The status of vendor manuals. I
ii. The progress of the vendor manual update program.
iii. The adequacy of the vendor-manual update program. 1

d. Identify.the documentation of the results of the audits identified in sub-
part c, including audit reports, reports to management, audit check lists,
handwritten check lists, and informal notes.

e. As of the date of response to these interrogatories, what percentage of
the vendor manuals for safety-related structures, systems and components 1

has not been updated?
,

f. Identify each vendor manual included in the percentage provided for the
above sub-part e, iA, that has not been updated.

g. ' As of the date of response to these interrogatories, what percentage of
the vendor manuals for nonsafety-related structures, systems and
components has not been updated?

h. Identify each vendor manual included in the percentage provided for the
above sub part g, i&, that has not been updated.

.

Response

a. The vendor manual update project was the responsibility of the
Maintenance Superintendent, utilizing a contract engineering service to
supply technical reviewers. The Maintenance Superintendent has had 18
years of service in the maintenance organizations at VYNPS. Technical
reviewers supplied by the contract engineering firm were evaluated for
their past experience at other nuclear facilities in similar types of
assignments. All had a minimum of five years experience int he review
and preparation of maintenance technical documents such as procedures
and technical reviews. One individual was previously an Instrument &
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Controls Department foreman at the VY plant site. Regular interface
with the Maintenance' and Instrument & Controls Departments' technical
personnel was an integral part of the update process. Resumes for all
technical reviewers as.well as for the Maintenance Superintendent are.

Iavailable for inspection. The program continues for the remairdng
safety-related vendor documents under the direction of the Operations 'I'

Superintendent, whose resume is also available for inspection.

b, AP-0312 (" Equipment Technical Information")
AP 0028 (" Operating Experience Review and

Assessment / Commitment Tracking") *

i

c. VY-89-06a Maintenance 10/13/89
VY-88-06 Maintenance 12/39/88

C. See sub-part (c),

e. As of 5/3/90,27% of the safety related vendor manuals have not been
reviewed (and updated as required).

f. A listing of those safety related manuals is provided as Attachment 16-1.

g. The program does not apply to non safety related manuals.

h. The program does not apply to non safety related manuals. -

-

Argument

The response to sub-part c is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I,

as described for Interrogatory 10.

The responso to sub-part a is evasive and burdensome. Identification of "the

person or persons" Ls requested. Instead of answering, the licensee states the work

was performed " utilizing a contract engineering service to supply technical reviewers."

The offer of inspection of' resumes is inadequate and burdensome for the reasons set
i

forth in Section I.

36
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The response to sub-parts g and h are patently evasive. These sub-parts

8
irequest the status of vender manual update for non safety related structures, systems

and components. The inclusion of structures, systems and components which "cause

or affect a transient or accident that significantly challenges" safety systems is
.

specifically important for the maintenance program since the challenge caused by

inadequate maintenance of these non-safety structures, systems and components often ,

causes reactor trips. The lack of following vendor's recommendations for these non-

-safety structures, systems and components could lead to inadequate maintenance, j

Thus, the information requested is relevant to the proceeding. If Vermont Yankee

has no program for these vendor manuals, it should be so stated. Otherwise, the

status of non safety vendor manuals should be described.

For the arguments stated above, the licensee should be compelled to provide

the requested information to sub-parts a, c, g and h.

1

Interrogatory

19. Please identify all documents related to containment integrity testing (i.e.,
testing in accor-lance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J) during the life of the
Vermont Yanke: plant, including all test reports, licensee event reports, test

- results, calibratic n records, internal memoranda, maintenance requests,
correspondence, and contractor records.

Objection

8 "Non safety" is a defined term. See Set No. I definitions 7,10 and 11 -- non-
safety related structures, systems and components specifically includes those systems
which are not " safety related, but whose failure can cause or adversely affect a
transient or accident that significantly challenges safety related structures systems and
components."
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Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory to the extent that it is-
_

related to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention 8, sub-part "m,"-

; which were excluded by the Board.

Response

Without waiving its objection to this interrogatory, but rather expressly
relying upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following informatiom

The VYNPS program for compliance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R.,
_; Part 50, Appendix J is known as the Vermont Yankee Primary s

- Containment leak Rate Testing Program, implemented by procedures
.

OP0-4029 (Type A Integrated leak Rate Testing) .and OP-4030 (Types Bt

and C testing). Documentation includes data sheets recording the results
of the tests and documentation showing close out of test results. Such
documentation is available for inspection. In addition, a comprehensive
report is prepared and submitted to the NRC following the completion

; of the Type A test, and these reports are also available for inspection,
1 and NRC includes a section discussing each Type A test in its regular

Inspection Reports for VYNPS.

Argument-

- The licensee's objection is completely without merit. This interrogatory is

y related to sub part n of Contention VII. As such, the objection should be overruled.
_

_

.

Interrogatory

20. Please list of all structures, systems and components. Your attention is
directed to the definition of structures, systems and components, and specifically
part b) of the definition, " structures, systems and components whose failure can
cause or adversely affect a transient or accident that significantly challenges

- structures, systems and components relied upon.for the integrity of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, safe shutdown, or accident mitigation." In your
response, please include the physical location of each component.

Response
_

This information is contained in FSAR.12yout drawings showing major
component / structure locations and arrangement are provided as figures

m

-
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throughout the FSAR. Chapter 14 discusses the response of the plant to
transients and accidents.

Argument

This response is entirely unresponsive. The interrogatory requests a list, not
_

"information." The interrogatory requests the physical location of each component,
o

_
not " major component / structure locations." |

} A review of the FSAR identifies no list of structures, syctems and components

meeting the request of this interrogatory. Layoat drawings do n)t identify the

location of valves which, for example, are the subjects of LER's quoted in sub-parts m
_

- and n of Contention VIII. The reference to the FSAR "information" is yet another

example of the tactic described in Section I to hamper Vermont's efforts.
:-

The request for an accurate list with locations of structures, systems and
-

components is foundational for a maintenance program and for this proceeding.

INPO places the highest value on developing and maintaining an accurate master
,

equipment list in INPO 85-038, " Guidelines for the Conduct of Maintenance at
.

Nuclear Power Stations." In " weakness 6" of sub-part b of Contention VII, the

licensee is cited for "[no] integrated master equipment list."' In addition, for this

proceeding equipment identification and location is necessary to evaluation the safety-

significance of instances where the maintenance program has failed to maintain and

- determine and replace aging equipment (see the facts and evidence of Vermont's
.

response to Vermont Yankee Interrogatory (Set No. 2) No. 44). For these reasons,

the requested information is necessary and reasonable.
=
_

' Vermont Yankee's refusal to provide the requested list may be because they i

are unable to do so. This conclusion would be consistent with " weakness No. 6."
_

39
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The licensee should be compelled to provide the requested list with locations.

Refusal of Vermont Yankee to provide such information should be taken as evidence |

of an unacceptable maintenance program.

,

Interrogatory

22. Please. identify by revision number and date the current or most recent Master
Equipment List fo. Environmentally Qualified (EO) equipment that is
referenced in Enclosure 1 of BVY 89-75. !

Objection
>

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, sub-part "t," which was
excluded by the Board.

Argument

The licensee objects to providing the Master Equipment List for

Environmentally Qualified (EO) equipment, claimiig the list is part of sub part t of

Contention VI which is not admitted. However, the licensee specifically states his

reliance on the requested document to compemate for " weakness No. 6" of admitted

sub-part b of Contention VII, the lack of an integrated master list. The following is

quoted from Enclosure 1 of BVY 89 75:
F

"6. No integrated Master Equipment List for Vermont Yankee.

Status - The Vermont Yankee Maintenance Department, and Instrument
and Control Department use the Visi Record system as an equipment

~

list in conjunction with the plant master equipment list for safety related
equipment; and the Master Equipment List for Environmentally
Oualified (EO) equipment as defined in the EO Manual."

40
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Since the requested information specifically relates to sub-part b of Contention VII,

the objection should be overruled and the response compelled. i

.

'

Interrogatory

23. Please identify all documents which describe the environmental conditions of -
_ each area of the Vermont Yankee plant evaluated as part of your 10 CFR
50.49 evaluation, including those areas considered to be mild environments.-

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory on the same grounds as
apply to Interrogatory No. 22.

i

Argument

The licensee objects to identifying documents which describe plant

environmental conditions evaluated as part of the 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 evaluation

claiming such conditions are "related only to proposed Contention 6, sub-part 't,'

which was excluded by the Board."

Sub-part t to Contention VI asserted that the environmental qualification

program at Vermont Yankee fails to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 4 50.49
:

-because it evaluates a 40-year life by assuming the life begins with initial operation.

This interrogatory does not relate to any aspect of "the environmental program"

which " evaluates a 40-year life by assuming the life begins with initial operation."

This interrogatory simply asks for plant conditions, which incidentally, happen to have

been developed and documented within the " environmental program." These plant

conditions are necessary to fully evaluate aspects in which the maintenance program

41
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has failed to maintain,' determine and replace components found to have aged to a.

point where they no longer meet the current licensing basis. For example, were the

environmental conditions a factor related to the inability of the maintenance program

to replace _ radiation monitor sensors in LERs 89-3,89-19 and 89 21 before failure? ;

Were the environmental conditions a factor in the inability of the maintenance

program to prevent repeated failures of the uninterruptible power supply system?

Were environmental conditions a factor in the inability' of the maintenance program

to prevent gross failure of the drywell paint topcoat?

Since plant conditions are a necessary factor in evaluating the relationship

between the maintenance program and equipment failures, included as part of sub-

parts m and n of Contention VII and sub parts n and o of Contention VIII, licensee's

objection should be overruled and a response should be compelled.

Interrogatory

24. Please identify all documents which~ describe the environmental conditions of
each area of the Vermont Yankee plant, not provided as part of the above
interrogatory, which house systems or components whose failure can cause or
adversely affect a transient or accident that significantly challenges structures,
systems and components relied upon for the integrity of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary, safe shutdown, or accident mitigation.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory on the same grounds as
apply to Interrogatory No. 22.

Argument

For this interrogatory, licensee's objection should be overruled for the same

reasons as the previous interrogatory. Additionally, the objection should be overruled

42
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for this interrogatory since here environmeidal conditions are requested "not provided

as part of the above interrogatory (No. 23]." This means conditions not a part of the
.

10 C.F.R. I 50.49 evaluation. Since sub part t of Contention VI is only related to the
.

10 C.F.R. 5 50.49 evaluation, the objection is completely without relevance to this
,

interrogatory. A complete response should be compelled.

.

i

- Interrogatory

25. Regarding qualified life, design life and installed life:

a. Please list, in the format of the listing provided in interrogatory 20 (or
alternatively, the formats of the lists from interrogatories 21 and 22, plus
any additional structures, systems and components not appearing on

ithese lists), the qualified life, design life' and installed life of each
structure, system and component in the Vermont Yankee plant.

.

i
b. Please indicate 'with specificity the bases.for the qualified life, design life

and installed life of the structures, systems and components. For each
document upon which you rely, identify the document and state the
precise location within the document which provides the qualified life,
design life and -installed life for each for each structure, system and

'

component.

Describe and identify documents which describe the manner in whichc. '

qualified life, design life or installed life is determined or demonstrated
for each structure, system or component. Describe and identify this
information specifically for the following categori.s of Vermont Yankee
plant equipment (Your attention is directed to the definition section for
the mean, g of " safety related" and "nonsafety related"):m

1. Safety-related electrical components located in areas subjected to
harsh environments for which the exclusion of 10 CFR 50.49(k) h
applied.

2. Safety related electrical components located in areas subjected to
harsh environments for which the exclusion of 10 CFR 50.49(k) h
nol applied.

3. Safety-related electrical components located in areas subjected to
mild environments.
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4. Nonsafety related electrical components located in areas subjected 4

to harsh environments

5. Nonsafety related electrical components located in areas subjectedy
: to mild environments

6. Safety related mechanical components located in areas subjected
'

4

to harsh environments.

7. Safety related mechanical components located in areas subjected. +

to mild environments.

8. Nonsafety-related mechanical components located in areas
subjected to harsh environments

9. Nonsafety related mechanical components located in areas ,

subjected to mild environments.'

10. Safety-related and nonsafety-related structures,

d. In the response to sub-part c above, identify all written procedures which
govern the determination of qualified life, design life and installed life of
each category of equipment.

Identify the dates of all quality assurance audits since January 1,1988,e.
which reviewed the adequacy of the process of determining qualified life
or design life of structures, systems and components. Identify all the
results of these audits, including audit reports, reports to management,
audit check lists, informal check lists-and handwritten notes.

.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to relate only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by the
Board.

_

Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.B.
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Interrogaton-

27. Please identify all purchase specifications for Vermont Yankee plant structures,
i

systems and components.

Objection -

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to [be) related only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention
7, sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

<

?

- Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C.

Intermgat'on

| 28. Please describe in detail all procurement quality control requirements (or
identify the documents where these requirements are found) for the structures,
systems and components of the Vermont Yankee plant. This includes, but is
not limited to, review and approval of vendor drawings and procedures,-
nondestructive examinations, performance tests and analyses. This request
seeks information to determine the amount of pre-aging introduced by

. procurement tests and examinations, and the level at which manufacturing flaws' 1.

affecting aging could have been detected by nondestructive examinations.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to (be) related only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention
7, sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

A

Argument
F

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C.

45
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Interrogatory

29.- _ Please identify the documents which demonstrate that the procur-ment quality-
. control requirements were satisfae:orily completed.

,

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to (be] related only.to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention
7, sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C.

Interrogatory

30. Please describe in detail all construction quality control and quality assurance
requirements (or identify documents where these requirements are found) for
the structures, systems and components of the Vermont Yankee plant. This
includes, but is not limited to, receipt inspections, weld examinations,
preoperational tests and hydro tests. This request seeks information to
determine the amount of pre aging introduced by construction tests and
examinations.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to relate only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention 7,
sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C.

46
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Interrogatory _

31. Please identify the documents which demonstrate that the construction quality
control and quality assurance requirements were satisfactorily completed.

Response

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that.it
appears to relate only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention 7,
subpart "o," which were excluded by the Board.

Argument
.

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C.

Interrogatory.

34. Please state the purchase date, manufacture date, receipt date and installation
date for the structures, systems and components of the Vermont Yankee plant
which are requested to be listed in interrogatory 20.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to relate-only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention 7,
sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C.

47
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. Interrogatory. ,

35. Please describe in detail the process by which the storage requirements for
each structure, system and component, before installation, are determined.
Identify all documents establishing or describing these requirements.

Objection -

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to relate only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention 7,
sub part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

.

Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to.

provide the re.luested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C. '

Interrogatory .

36. Please identify the procedures which established storage methods during the
construction period. In this identification, provide the dates of each revision to
each of these procedures.

1

Objection j
Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground.that it

appears to relate only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention 7,
sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to I
'

|

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C. |
|
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Interrogatory

37. Please identify the procedures which have established storage methods for
structures, systems and components since initial operation. In this
identification, provide the revision history of the storage procedures.

Objection

', Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to relate only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by the
Board.

Response'

Without waiving the foregoing objection but rather- expressly relying upon -
the same:

Procedures used for storage of structures, systems and components are
identified as follows:

AP 0801 " Receiving and Shipment of Material and Equipment" Rev.18.

AP 0803 " Storage of Materials and Equipment" - Rev.11

YOQAP 1A Identifies the standards which we are committed
to in this area.

Preparation of a revision history involves reviewing each of the prior-
revisions, which will be made available upon request.

Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C.

Furth+rmore, to the extent that Vermont Yankee has responded to this

interrogatory, its response is inadequate. The response states, ambiguously, that

'ipb;paration of a revision history involves reviewing each of the prior revisions,

which will be made available upon request." This response may be interpreted to

49
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state that Vermont Yankee will "make available" the revision history upon request.

,
The interrogatory clearly requested the revision history, and thus the revision history

should have been "made available" by providing it to Vermont at the time Vermont

Yankee filed these resoonses. Alternatively, the response may be interpreted to mean

that Vermont Yankee will "make available" "each of the prior revisions." In that case,

the response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I.

Therefore the Board should compel Vermont Yankee to provide the requested

revision history to Vermont.

Interrogatory

38. Please identify all documents which verify the manner in which structures,
systems and components are stored prior to installation at the Vermont Yankee
plant.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention
76, sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

Response

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
upon the same, Vermont Yankee supplies the following information:

Procurement and Material Control Audits

VY 89-8 (12/14/89)
VY 88-8 (9/28/88)
VY 87-8 (12/23/87)
VY 86-8 (12/22/86)
VY 85-8 (8/22/85)
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Note that the storage methods are one of the attributes normally
'

selected during the above audits.

Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C.

Interrogatory

' 39. Please state the dates of all quality assurance audits of the storage methods
during~the construction period of the Vermont Yankee plant.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention-
7, sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

Argument.

The objection should_be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

. provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C.

Interrogatory

40. Please identify all documentation of the audits listed in response to the
previous interrogatory, including audit reports, reports to management, audit

'

check lists, informal check lists, and handwritten notes.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention
7, sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

51
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Argument |
i

,

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C. i
d

|
-!

!

Interrogatory {

41. Please identify all documents available concerning the environmental conditions
which structures, systems, components of the Vermont Yankee plant |

iexperienced during the period between the construction perioJ date and the
operating license date. This should include all documents remaining available ;

on environmental conditions for storage locations and for as installed in plant j

conditions before operation. j

|

Ob.lection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention

- 7, sub-part "o," which were excluded by the Board.

Argument !

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

- provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.C. !

Interrogatory

44. Please identify.all documents related to any safety system functional inspections
(SSFIs) performed for the Vermont Yankee plant. This request includes, but is
not limited to, all internal correspondence and correspondence with Westec
Incorporated, or other contractors; all Westec Incorporated inspection results, i

records, data sheets, findings, Westec internal memoranda; all documentation
related to resolution of inspection findings; and the SSFI reports.

Response
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NRC Inspection and Enforcement Manual, Chapter 2515, Appendix C.

NSAC 121, Guidelines for Performing Safety System Functional Inspections, ;

11/88.

I.4tter, Westec to VYNPC (88-017), 2/4/88.

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant Safety System Functional Inspection,
prepared by ERC International /Westec Power Engineering Division, 11/18/88,

Memo, LAT to JPP/SRM (VYB 88/561),11/23/88

Memo, LAT to SRM (VYB 88/572), 11/28/88.

VYNPS SSFI Commitment Tracking List (per AP 0028), and item close out
documentation identified therein.

1

Argument

Vermont Yankee's response fails to identify any of the internal Westec
1

documents that were requested. Additionally, a major audit cannot be performed

without checklists and data sheets, yet no such documents are identified in Vermont

Yankee's response. It may be that, as with internal Westec documents, Westec and

not Vermont Yankee is in possession of the checklists and data sheets. However,
|

Westec was acting pursuant to Vermont Yankee's direction, and thus Vermont ,

Yankee should have access to responsive documents which are in Westec's possession.

The Board should compel Vermont Yankee to provide all documents in ,its or
.

Westec's possession or control.

Interrogatory

45. Please identify all INPO reports describing reliability information of Vermont
Yankee plant specific equipment, including all documents identifying the .

!Vermont Yankee Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) as a reliability outlier.

53
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Response

Component Failure Analysis Reports (CFARs) are available through the
INPO Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS). These reports provide
comparisons of the performance standard component types at Vermont Yankee
to similar components industry wide. Vermont Yankee is not aware of any
INPO reports that identify the UPS as a reliability outlier.

Argument

This response is inadequate in that it fails to provide sufficient identifying'

information. Definition No. 5 in Vermont's first set of interrogatories to Vermont

Yankee states:

The term " identify" means describe with particularity and provide the following -
information:

(c) When used with reference to a document, state its type (ca, letter,
contract, chart, memorandum), date, author (s), the name and address of each
addressee, its title or heading, its substance, its present (or last known) location
and custodian, the identity of each person to whom a copy was sent, and the
date of such transmittal; ...

Vermont Yankee's response No. 45 fails to provide the necessary identifying

information for the CFARs noted in the response. At the very least Vermont Yankee

should be compelled to identify the responsive CFARs by date.

Interrogatory

47. Please identify all procedures applicable to requalifying components to a longer
installed life, as stated in Sections 3.2.2.2 and 3.4.3 of Attachment 2 of the
application.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objectt to this interrogatory, on the ground that the
subject references are limited to the Environmental Qualification program
under 10 C.F.R. ! 50.49 and the interrogatory appears to be related only to
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proposed Contention 6, and in particular to sub part "t" thereof, which was
excluded by the Board.

'

Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.B

Ir.terrogatory

48. Please describe in detail all methods by which components are requalified to
longer lives, and explain why these methods are valid.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that the
subject references are limited to the Emironmental Qualification program
under 10 C.F.R. I 50.49 and the interrogatory appears to be related only to
proposed Contention 6, and in particular to sub part "t" thereof, which was
excluded by the Board.

Argument

The objection should be overruled and the licensee should be compelled to
'

provide the requested information for the reasons set forth in Section II.B

Interrogatory

49. Please list the following, in the format of the listing provided in interrogatory
20 (or alternatively, the formats of the lists from interrogatories 21 and 22, plus
any additional structures, systems and components not appearing on these lists),
for of each structure, system and component in the Vermont Yankee plant:-

Each vendor recommendation for maintenance and each vendor
recommendation which contributes to maintaining the design life or qualified
life of the structure, system or component. This listing should include, but not
be limited to, preventive maintenance actions, preventive maintenance
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frequencies, allowable or assumed emironmental conditions, repetitive 4

actuations and lubrication type. |
*

Response

The information requested is not contained in any single file location on ;

site, it is, however, available for the most part in our maintenance department i

files (vendor manuals, PM work order forms, and summary of PM 1

done/machir- mair cards, as identified in Ap 0200 (* Maintenance Program"),
EQ files s';/or e trience assessment files),

i
|

lArgument
l

This response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I. |
.

Furthermore, Vermont believes that the information requested should be available in

a single file location. Cursory review of Audit Report No. VY-88 06 reveals the
'

following statement: " Maintenance management is currently planning on hiring a

consultant to establish a base line for all vendor information to a particular piece of

equipment. This vendor file will aid the technician in performing PM and other

related maintenance activities in the future."

The Board should compel Vermont Yankee to provide the requested
,

information.

'

Interrogatory

50. If for any reason, you decline to provide the listing of vendor ecommendations
requested in the foregoing interrogatory, identify with specificity the location of
each vendor recommendation for each structure, system and coniponent. This
identification must state what portion of a document, by page nt:mber or
section number, contains the referenced vendor recommendation.

Response
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The information requested is not contained in any single file location on
site. It is, however, available for the most part in our maintenance department
files (vendor manuals, PM work order forms, and summary 'of PM
done/ machine repair cards, as identified in Ap 0200 ("Mam enance Program"),
EQ files and/or experience assessment files.).

,

Argument

This " response" is totally unresponsive for the reasons noted in the argument

concerning Interrogatory No. 49. The Board should compel Vermont Yankee to

provide the requested information.

Interrogatory

51. For each vendor recommendation listed or identified in response to the
previous two interrogatories, indicate whether:

a. The recommendation has been followed precisely, or
b. The recommendation has generally been followed, or
c. The recommendation has not been followed.

Response

Vermont Yankee possesses no comprehensive compilation of vendor
recommendations categorized as requested. Vermont Yankee generally follows
vendor recommendations unless an evaluation is performed or judgment made
that there is a preferable alternative. In general, our review considers the
recommendation's applicability, the historical performance of the
equipment / component and the significance of the equipment involved. Many .

!evaluations were made based on the judgment of experienced individuals and
as such are not formally documented. The current method of evaluation is I

provided in procedure AP 0028 (" Operating Experience Review and
Assessment / Commitment Tracking") and AP 0312 (" Equipment Technical
Information"). Documents relating to any given disposition are referenced in
the Commitment Tracking system implemented per AP 0028.

a. See above.

b. See above.
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c. See above.

Argument

Vermont Yankee has simply avoided the question by claiming that it " possesses

no comprehensive compilation of vendor recommendations categorized as requested."

The set of vendor recommendations referred to in the interrogatory was "each vendor

recommendation listed or identified in response to the previous two interrogatories."

As already noted, Vermont seeks to compel further, responsive answers to those two

previous interrogatories for the reasons noted in Section I. and because there is a

basis to believe that the requested informatien is contained in a single file location.

If Vermont Yankee's unwillingness to provide the information requested in

Interrogatory No. 51 is due to its failure to provide the information requested in the

two previous questions, and if the Board agrees (as it should) with Vermont and

compels responses to questions 49 and 50, it should then compel Vermont Yankee to

provide the information requested in Interrogatory No. 51.

Furthermore, Vermont Yankee's Response No. 51 is inadequate wholly apart

from Vermont Yankee's failure to respond adequately to the two previous

interrogatories. Interrogatory No. 51 did not ask for a " comprehensive compilation."

. Instead it asked Vermont Yankee to state, for each of a defined set of vendor

recommendations, whether the recommendation has been followed precisely, generally,

or not at all. Vermont Yankee has completely evaded this request, and should be

compelled to provide the requested information.

Interrogatory
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52. For each vendor recommendation listed or identified in response to
interrogatories 49 and 50 which you have either generally followed or not
followed (if any), provide:

a. An explanation of why the vendor recommendation has been generally
followed or not followed.

b. A description of the evaluation or justification Nrformed (if any) which
demonstrates the acceptability of not precisely following the vendor
recommendations.s

c. An identification of all documents which are part of the evaluation or i

justification for not precisciy following vendor recommendations.

:

Response !

Procedures AP 0028 (" Operating Experience Review and ;

Assessment / Commitment Tracking")< AP 020 (" Maintenance Program"), AP
0310 (" Surveillance, Preventative and Corrective Maintenance Program"), and |

AP 0312 (" Equipment Technical Information") provide guidance in the
processing of vendor recommendations.

Argument '

For the reasons noted in the argument concerning Interrogatory No. 49,

Vermont Yankee's response is inadequate.

Furthermore, Interrogatory No. 52 asks, in relation to veudor recommendations

that Vermont Yankee has not precisely followed, for (a) explanations, (b) descriptions

of evaluations or justifications, and (c) identification of documents that are part of the j

evaluations and justifications. In its response Vermont Yankee merely noted that ;

certain documents " provide guidance in the processing of vendor recommendations."

This answer, without any justification whatsoever, utterly fails to provide any of the
,

information requested in the three subparts of the interrogatory. The Board should

compel Vermont Yankee to provide the requested information.
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Interrogatory

56. Please describe in detail the method by which failure and root cause
evaluations are performed and documented for the following cases: !

a. Failures which result in LERs.
'

b. Failures for which a PRO is generated, but which do not result in LERs.

c. Failures of structures, rystems and components which do not result in
generation of a PRO.

d. Failures of nonsafety related structures, systems or components whose
failure can cause or adversely affect a transient or accident that
significantly challenges structures, systems and components relied upon
for the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, safe shutdown,
or accident mitigation.

Response

Per Ap 0021 and AP 0010 directions and with the additional guidancea.
contained in either AP 0200 or AP 0310 and with trethods contained in
VYNPC Users Guide for Root Cause Analysis,

b. Per AP 0021 and AP 0010 directions and with the additional guidance
contained in either AP 0200 or Ap 0310 and with methods contained in
VYNPC Users Guide for Root Cause Analysis.

c. Per AP 0201 directions and with the additional guidance contained in
either AP 0200 or Ap 0310 and with methods contained in VYNPA
Users Guide for Root Cause Analysis,

d. Per. AP 0021 directions and with the additional guidance contained in
| either AP 0200 or AP 0310 and with methods contained in VYNPA

Users Guide for Root Cause Analysis.!

1
i

' Argument
|

This response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I.

Interrogatory No. 56 asks Vermont Yankee to " describe in detail." In its response
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Vermont Yankee merely referred to a few documents. The Board should compel

Vermont Yankee to provide the detailed descriptions requested by the interrogatory.

Interrogatory

62. Please describe in detail the method by which the safety consequence and
implications 6f failure, inoperability or degradation of structures, systems and
components are performed and documented for the following cases (include
identification of each document named):

a. - Failures which result in LERs.

b. Failures for which a PRO is generated, but which do not result in LERs.

Failures of structures, systems and components which do not result inc.
generation of a PRO.

- d. Failures of nonsafety related structures, systems or components whose
failure can cause or adversely affect a transient or accident that
significantly challenges structures, systems and components relied upon
for the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, safe shutdowm,
or accident mitigation.

Response

a. Failures which result in LER's are evaluated:

1) by the Operating Crew at the time of occurrence based upon:

Technical Specifications
AP 0125 Plant Equipment Control
AP 0010 Occurrence Reports / Notification

and Reports Due

2) by Engineering Support Department during review of the PRO to
determine repoathility and during preparation of the LER based
upon:

Technical Specifications
VY Final Safety Analysis Report
10 C.F.R. 50
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NUREG 1022 Ucensee Event Report System

.

3) by the Repair Department and again by the Operating Crew
during the repair effort based upon:

AP 0014 Safety Class Determination
Instructions

AP 0021 Maintenance Request
Technical Specifications
AP 0125 Plant Equipment Control -

4) by the Technical Seivices Superintendent and Plant Manager
during review of PRO to determim reportability and review of
the LER based upon:

Technical Specifications
VY Final Safety Analysis Report
10 C.F.R. 50
NUREG 1022 Ucensee Event Report System ;

5) by the Plant Operations Review Committee duriq a review of the
LER based upon:

Technical Specifications requirements
AP 0030 Plant Operations Review Committee
AP 0154 Post Trip Review

(if plant trip was involved)

b. Failures for which a PRO is generated, but do not result in LER's are
evaluated:

1) by the Operating Crew at the time of occur:ence based upon:

Technical Specifications
AP 0125 Plant Equipment Control
AP 0010 Occurrence Reports / Notification

and Reports Due

2) by Engineering Support Department during review of the PRO to
determine reportability based upon:

Technical Specifications

62
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VY Final Safety Analysis Report
10 C.F.R. 50 .

NUREG 1022 Licensee Event Report System .

3) by the Repair Department and again by the Operating Crew
during the repair effort based upon:

AP 0014 Safety Class Determination ,

Instructions

AP 0021 Maintenance Request ,

Technical Specifications
AP 0125 Plant Equipment Control

4) by the Technical Services Superintendent and Plant Manager
during review of the PRO to determine reportability based upon:

Technical Specifications
VY Safety Analysis Report
10 C.F.R. 50

c. Failures for which no PRO is generated are evaluated:

1) by the Operating Crew at the time of occurrence based upon:
1

Technical Specifications
AP 0125 Plant Equipment Control |
AP 0010 Occurrence Reports / Notification I

and Reports Due 1

2) by the Repair Department and again by the Operating Crew
-

during the repair effort based upon:

AP 0014 Safety Class Determination
Instructions !

AP 0021 Maintenance Request |

Technical Specifications
AP 0125 Plant Equipment Control

.

Argument

,

(
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This response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section I.

Interrogatory No. 62 asks Vermont Yankee to " describe in detail." In its response

Vermont Yankee merely referred to several documents. The Board should compel

Vermont Yankee to provide the detailed descriptions requested by the interrogatory.

Interrogatory

64. Please identify each and every instruction, policy guidance, memorandum, and
other document which has been operative since January 1,1988, which provides
guidance or instructions to personnel performing the evaluation of safety
consequence and implications of failures, inoperabilities and degradations of
structures, systems and components.

Response

Procedures and instruction that provide the guidance for these
evaluations are provided in the response to Interrogatory Nos. 61 and 63.
Other plant documents which form the basis for those procedures are included
as references in those procedures.

Argument

Vermont Yankee's Response No. 64 merely refers to its Response Nos. 61 and

63, which fail to identify memoranda as requested in Interrogatory No. 64.

Additionally, a cursory review of Audit Report No. VY 88-06 (see Response No.10)

; reveals the following statement:
i

| The auditor verified that the safety classification of MRs is determined using a
number of documents including YOOAP 1 A, Safety Class Manual, Drawings
and the Class 1E Instrument List. This method of determination is consistent1

! with Manager of Operations (MOO) Directive 88-02.

The licensee in Response No. 64 fails to identify Manager of Operations Directive 88

( 02. The licensee should be compelled to identify this and every other " instruction,
|
'

policy guidance, memorandum and other document" requested in Interrogatory No. 64,

64
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Interrogatory ;

|

67. Please provide the date and the structure, system and component that was
modified for each occurrence in which a structure, system or component has
been modified because it had reach its end-of useful life, as referred to in
Section 3.3.2 of Attachment 2 of the application.

, ,

*

Response

Section 3.3.2 does not refer to the modification of equipment on account
of the equipment reaching end of useful life. Rather, that section refers to
" changes" "to replace equipment which has ! ailed, become obsolete or reached
its end-of useful life." Notwithstanding the foregoing, Vermont Yankee offers
the following information:

There have been no instances wnere a structure or a system was replace
[ sic] due to reach its end-of usefullif'.:. Vermont Yankee has labelled
component failures and replaced ccmponents for what we considered end of-
useful-life (or at least approaching end-of useful life). Vermont Yankee labels -
failures as end-of usefullife if it is less expensive to replace the component
than to repair it. If repair costs ere not a consideration, it is likely that very
few, if any, component failures fall into this category. Some examples of
components that we have replaced due to what we considered end of-useful-
life are:

Piping replacements to address erosion / corrosion or IGSCC:

Recirculation piping replacement
Bottom head drain piping replacement
service water piping replacement

Equipment replacements:

Reactor water clean up heat exchanger
RCIC 2Lvalve motor replacement

As discusse.d in Question 65, in each case a " Job Order File" is created
to contain the documentation relative to the modification, repair, or
replacement.

Job Order Files are retained in the plant document control system and
are available for review.

65
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Argument
,

.

This response is inadequate for the reasons set forth in Section 1. The Board

should compel Vermont Yankee to provide the requested information.

Interrogatory
,

68. For each occurrence identified in the preceding interrogatory, describe in detail
how the determination of end-of useful life was made.

Response

Determination of end of usefullife is based upon careful consideration .

and evaluation of the following inputs, as appropriate:

1) Economics: cost of repair versus cost
of replace, ment.

2) Engineering judgement.

3) Maintenance history.

4) Preventative maintenance.

5) Inservice inspections / testing.

6) Equipment failures.

7) Industry experience.

8) Management directives.

Argument

Vermont Yankee has not answered the question asked. Interroptory No. 68

asked Vermont Yankee to " describe in detail." In its response Vermont Yankee

merely provided a list of general topics considered in its determination. The Board
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should compel Vermont Yankee to provide the detailed descriptions requested in the

interrogatory. '

Interrogatory
'

70. Please describe in detail or identify the strict construction procedures referred
to in Section 3.4.4.1 of Attachment 2 of the application.

-

Oldection
|

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it i
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6 and proposed Contention '

8, which were excluded by the Board.

Argument

Vermont Yankee's objection is without merit for the reasons set forth in

Section II.C. The Board should overrule Vermont Yankee's objection and compel a

complete response to this interrogatory.

Interrogatory -

71. Please describe in detail or identify the good maintenance practices for
corrosion prevention, concrete surface repair and protective coating upkeep,
referred to in Sections 3.4.4.1 and 3.5 of Attachment 2 of the application.

Response

SOV misreads sections 3.4.4.1 and 3.5 of Attachment 2. The actual
statement is:

"Using good maintenance practices such as corrosion
prevention, concrete surface repair and protective coating
upkeep, the Vermont Yankee structural integrity can be
assured well beyond a full 40 year licensing period."

67
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The good maintenance practices identified in this section are corrosion :

prevention, concrete surface repair and protective coating upkeep. The
accomplishment of these tasks is controlled by Ap 0021 (" Maintenance
Request") and completed maintenance requests provide the specifics (trends,
acceptance criteria, etc.) of any of these accomplished activities. |

|

Argument

Vermont Yankee's response fails completely to provide the requested |
[~
'

information. As Vermont Yankee notes in its response, the cited sections of
!

Attachment 2 of the application identify corrosion prevention, concrete surface repair,

and protective coating upkeep as good maintenance practices. Interrogatory No. 71

asks Vermont Yankee to describe in detail these maintenance practices. Instead of

providing the requested information, Vermont Yankee refers to AP 0021, which

" controls" the practices, and completed maintenance requests which " provide the

specifics ... of any of these accomplished aethities." Thus, Vermont Yankee totally

fails to provide the requested detailed descriptions of the three maintenance practices.'

The Board should compel Vermont Yankee to provide the requested information.

.

Interrogatory

72. Please identify by date all suiv:illances of containment performed under OP
4115, and all surveillances performed or documented under earlier procedures
or methods.

Response

Because of the amount of time required researching this historical data,
the search was limited to the time period from November,1986, to the present.
In the event that SOV wishes to conduct research for earlier periods, the
necessary documentation will be made available for inspection.

Throughout the stated period:
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Igle freauency Performed i

|

1. Quarterly Power Operated Quarterly !
Isolation Valves Operability Test

2. Drywell/ Torus Vacuum Breakers Monthly I

Operability Test

I
. 3. Drywell/ Torus Vacuum Breakers Refueling Outage

Opening Force Test

4. Visual Inspection of Refueling Outage
Primary Containment

5. Drywell Temperature Profile As Required

6. Drywtil/ Torus Vacuum Breaker Refueling Outage
1.4aki.ge Test

7. Refueling Outage Valve Refueling Outage
Operability Test

Argument

This interrogatory clearly asked for the daics of the surveillances in question.

In its response Vermont Yankee merely noted the " frequency performed." The Board

should compel Vermont Yankee to provide the dates as requested.b

Interrogatory

80. Please provide a description of the design of the strainers for the core spray,
RHR, HPCI, RCIC pump suctions. As part of your description, identify all
drawings and specifications that exist for the screen mesh of each.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by
the Board.
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Response

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information: ;

he subject strainers were specified on GE Drawing No. 729E253 (VY
Drawing File No. 5920-42) and on CB&l Drawing No. 233, Contract No. 9
6201, "'orus Penetrations" (VY Drawing File No. 6202 233), as follows:

'The following stainless steel strainers shall be constructed
of woven wire to ATM A478-63 TP 304 and/or plate .j

material to ASME A240 TP 304. Each strainer shall pass
the respective flow and head loss requirements as shown |
above. Strainers may be of cylindrical or conical shape and i

sized to screen out particles greater than 1/8" diameter." !

The flow and head loss table referred to is reproduced below: I
,

(Table contained in APPENDIX A)20

Argument

The licensee objects to this interrogatory, stating that "it appears to be related

only to proposed Contention 6 [ sic), which was excluded by the Board." The licensee

does not provide information as to how this interrogatory appears to be related to

Contention VI, and therefore, there is no basis for the objection. Vermont seeks this-

information in order to determine the safety significance of the drywell paint failure,

and its potential to foul ECCS pump suctions. (The drywell paint failure is a result

of the inability of the maintenance program to maintain the topcoat.) This is directly

related to admitted sub part o of Contention VIII.

O Charts and tables included in Vermont Yankee's responses are reproduced in
Appendix A to this motion.
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Since this information is directly related to admitted sub part o of Contention

VIII and of Vermont's determination of the extent to which drywell topcoat failure

affects the safety standards of the plant, the objection should be overruled.

|

I

Interrogatory 1

81. Please identify the procurement specifications for the core spray, RHR, HPCI
r.nd RCIC pumps.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by
the Board.

Response

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information:

The original procurement specifications are as follows:

(Table contained in APPENDIX A)

Argument -

The objection should be overruled for the same reasons as stated concerning

Interrogatory No. 80. Procurement specifications contain the requirements for net

positive suction head (NPSH) wh|ch is potentially affected by the fouling of pump

suctioO strainers.

Interrogatory'
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82. Please state the manufacturer, model number and year of purchase for the core
spray, RHR, HPCI and RCIC pumps.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by
the Board.

'

Response
~

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information:

The service, manufacturer, model number and original year of purchase
for the subject pumps are listed in the following table:

(Table contained in APPENDIX A)

Argument

The objection should be overruled for the same reasons as stated concerning

Interrogatory No. 80. The manufacturer, model number and year of purchase allow
!

investigation of any NRC Information Notices, or other industry information which

may be available on these pumps related to aspects of fouling by paint chips.

9

:

Interrogaton

83. Please state the minimum net positive suction head for the core spray, RHR,
HPCI and RCIC pumps.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by
the Board.

Response

72
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Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information:

The minimum net positive suction heads for the subject pumps are
provided in the following table:

(Chart contained in APPENDIX A)

Argument

The objection should be overruled for the same reasons as stated concerning

Interrogatory No. 80. The minimum NPSH is the " allowable" against which head loss

due to fouling by paint chips is measured.

1

Interrogatory

84. Please identify all references documenting the minimum net positive suction
head values stated in response to the forgoing i'iterrogatory.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by
the Board.

Response

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information:

The references used to obtain the minimum net positive suction head
information provided int he foregoing response are set forth in the following
table:

(Table contained in APPENDIX A)

Argument
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The objection should be overruled for the same reasons as stated concerning

Interrogatory No. 80. The minimum NPSH is the " allowable" against which head loss

due to fouling by paint chips is measured.

iInterrogatory

85. For all minimum net positive suction head acceptance tests which were
required or performed for the core spray, RHR HPCI and RCIC pumps, state:

a. The date of test.

b. The test organization.

c. The test report title and test report number..

d. The test specification or procedure by which the test was performed.

e. The date upon which the licensee or licensee's agent approved the test
specification or test procedure.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by
the Board. ;

i
Response ;

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
'

upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information:
I

a. The subject pumps were tested by their respective manufacturers and
certified pump performance curves,provided for each. The tests were
witnessed by the buyer's representatives. The information provided from
these pump curves and data sheets from the P.O. files is as follows:

(Table contained in APPENDIX A)

Argument
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The objection should be overruled for the same reasons as stated concerning
.

Interrogatory No. 80. The minimum NPSH is the " allowable" against which head loss

due to fouling by paint chips is measured, l

l

Interrogatory

86. Please describe in detail all quality assurance and quality control inspection
requirements for the tests identified in the preceding interrogatory.

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by
the Board. ;

Response

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information:

The quality assurance program in effect was described in detail in the
original FSAR, Appendix D. In addition, the procurement specifications for
the subject pumps (identified int he response to Interrogatory No. 81) placed
specific requirements on the seller with regard to inspection and testing and
documentation. Each of the pump specifications required that the pump
performance be tested int he seller's shop to demonstrate that it fulfilled the
requirements of the specification. Performance test were to be conducted in
accordance with Hydraulle Institute Standards with at least five points being
tested, including full capacity, shut off and 125% of capacity. Required
documentation typically included pump performance data, including curve of
total head, NPSH, horsepower at operating conditions and efficiency, all plotted
as a function of flow. Access by the buyers's representative to all testing

| during performance as well as final inspection before shipping was also typically
required. Certified pump curves (identified in the response to Interrogatory
No. 83), witnessed by the buyer's representative, were provided in accordance
with the specification.

1

Argument ,

J
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The objection should be overruled for the same reasons as stated concerning i

'

Interrogatory No. 80. The objection is plainly irrelevant. Investigation of the quality

assurance and quality control related to tests determining minimum NPSH has no

relation to plant aging, but is necessary to verify that the values resulting from the |
1

tests and used for evaluation of this critical safety parameter meet the standards for

safety significant design information. j
l
|

Interrogatory j

87. Please identify all documents which established the requirements described in |

response to the foregoing interrogatory. j
1

Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by
the Board.

Response
,

'

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information:

1

VY FSAR, Amendment 11 (19870).

GE Specification No. 21A3300,
Centrifugal Pump Mechanical Seals

GE Specification No. 21A1068,
High Pressure Coolant Injection Pump.

GE Specification No. 21A5822, Reactor Core Isolation
Coolant Pump - General Requirements.

GE Ouality Control Plan No. 281, General O.C. Plan for
Residual Heat Removal Pumps, 01/05/67.

Argument
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The objection should be overruled for the same reasons as stated concerning
'

Interrogatory No. 80. Again, the objection is plainly irrelevant.

Interrogatory

88. Please identify all quality assurance and quality control inspection reports and
documentation, and reviews of test results for the tests identified in
interrogatory 85.

- Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it |
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by
the Board.

Response

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information:

This information is set forth in the following table: ;
a

(Table contained in APPENDIX A)
'

Argument

The objection should be overruled for the same reasons as stated concerning i

Interrogatory No. 80. Again, the objection is plainly irrelevant.

;

Interrogatory

89. Please provide the available net positive suction head for the core spray, RHR,
HPCI and RCIC pumps.

Objection
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Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it '

appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by -

the Board. ,

Response

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying ,

upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information:

Net positive suction head available ("NPSH ) is a function of the3
pressure on the surface of the water being pumped, the static head due to the 1

difference in the elevation of the water surface and the pump elevation, friction
losses due to flow in the suction piping which is a function of flow and piping
and fittings losses, and vapor pressure of the water which is a function of ,

temperature. There is, therefore, not a singular value for this parameter.

In addition, in the case of the RHR system, there may be modes of
operation with either one or two pumps operating from a common suction line.
Also, pump flows will be dependent on discharge resistance and "back
pressure."

Since the conditions under which this parameter is to be determined are
not stated in the question, the question cannot be definitively answered.

Some values from existing documents are provided in the following
table:

(Table contained in APPENDIX A)

Argument

The objection should be overruled for the same reasons as stated concerning ;

Interrogatory No. 80. The calculated available NPSH is necessary to determine the

value the licensee believes to bs correct for the condition of fouling by paint chips.

Interrogatory
.

90. Please identify the calculations which support these values, including calculation
title, date, number, and performing organization.
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Objection

Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory, on the ground that it
appears to be related only to proposed Contention 6, which was excluded by
the Board.

Response
|

Without waiving the foregoing objection, but rather expressly relying
upon the same, Vermont Yankee provides the following information:'

The information requested appears in the response to the foregoing
interrogatory.

Argument

The objection should be overruled for the same reasons as stated concerning

Interrogatory No. 80. The calculated available NPSH is necessary to determine the

value the licensee believes to be correct for the condition of fouling by paint chips.

Identification of these calculations allows discovery and determination of the head loss

assumed at the suction strainers.

Interrogatory

91. Please state the size of the largest particle or debris which the core spray,
RHR, HPCI and RCIC pumps, respectively, can pass.

Response

Based on the strainers described above, the largest solid that the pump
is required to pass is 1/8". We have not located any documents identifying the
maximum size solid that the pumps are capable of passing.

Argument

In its response Vermont Yankee states that it has "not located any documents"

that provide the requested information. This is an incomplete response. If Vermont

1
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Yankee does not know the answer to the question, it must say so. Vermont Yankee

should be compelled to provide the requested information, or to state 'that it does not
s

know the answer to the qmstion.

Interrogatory

92. Please describe in detail the bases for the sizes of particles identified in
response to the previous interrogatory. |

1

Response .

i

See above. :-

Argument

See the argument concerning Interrogatory No. 91. i

i
i

Interrogatog

93. Please identify all documents which support the bases described in response to
the foregoing interrogatory. ,

Response

See above.

I

Argument
|

See the argument concerning Interrogatory No. 91. l

|

Interrogatory

94, Please describe in detail the original licensing basis for the coating system in
the drywell and torus,

l 80
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Response -

None. The licensing basis for all plant systems is provided as set forth
in the responses to Interrogatories Nos. 6 and 9. The onginal FSAR did not !
specifically state a licensing basis for the primary containment coating system; !

however, the coating system tends tc act to protect the primary containment
,

interior surface from oxidation degradation so that no other measures are
necessary in order to account for the effect (if any) of such degradation on the ;

ability of the primary containment to meet its design basis. Presently, the !

FSAR (page 12.216) states:

"All interior and exterior drywell surfaces which are ,

exposed to the atmosphere are protected from corrosion by i

application of a corrosion resistant coating material."-

<>

It should be observed that corrosion protection was originally thought to
be a potential concern before the time the VY containment became inerted. '

A collateral effect of the inerting of the containment is the preclusion of the i
'

corrosion process during most circumstances.
|

Argument. |

This response is evasive. A basis must exist for type and thickness of the

coating system for drywell and torus. Vermont believes this basis is contained in

original specifications for drywell and torus. The fact that the basis is not stated in

the FSAR does not relieve Vermont Yankee of the responsibility to meet this basis.

' For example, NRC inspectors at the time of construction would have verified '

construction to specification requirements which makes this a licensing requirement.

The Board should compel a complete and responsive answer.

;

'

Interrogaton

05 Please describe in detail the current licensing basis for the coating system in
the drywell and torus.

Response

81
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Please see the response to the foregoing interrogatory.. j

,

Argument

See the argument concerning Interrogatory No. 94.
1

!
i

i

Interrogatory i

102. Please identify all the Vermont Yankee personnel with whom LRS |
Incorporated personnel spoke during Visit #3-88 of October 10 - 13, 1988.

Objection and Request for Protective Order
!

Vermont Yankee has been informed as follows: -

It is a standard procedure with LRS Incorporated to maintain the
confidentiality of personnel reports to LRS. This method of operation is to
ensure employees of Vermont Yankee feel free to speak up without any s

possible concern of adversa. effects upon their employment. Vermont Yankee
has agreed that this method of operation contributes to the effectiveness of the
independent review and thereby the safe operation of Vermont Yankee.

Based on the foregoing information supplied by LRS Incorporated,
Vermont Yankee objects to this interrogatory and, to the extent required by'

the Rules of Practice, requests a protective order concerning the same.

t

Argument -

Vermont does not dispute the wisdom of keeping confidential the names of the

Vermont Yankee personnel who speak.with LRS personnel. Vermont does disagree

with Vermont Yankee's assertion that this confidentiality policy is grounds to bar

-Vermont from learning the names of those Vermont Yankee personnel. Those

personnel appear to have knowledge directly relevant to this proceeding. (See the

iquote from LRS Visit-#3-88 in Interrogatory No.103.) Vermont will-agree to keep
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confidential those names. The Board should compel Vermont Yankee to provide
,

those names to Vermont, subject to an appropriate protective order.
1

Interrogatory ;

|

104. Concerning the statement from the LRS Incorporated Report cited in the !
preceding interrogatory, please identify the operator or operators who held this
View.

'

Objection and Request for Protective Order
'

Vermont Yankee restates the objection and request for protective order
set forth in the response to Interrogatory No.102.

Argument

See the argument concerning Interrogatory No.102.
!

By its Attorney,

fM _,-

Kurt Janson
Special Assistant Attorney General ;

Department of Public Service
120 State Street

1Montpelier, Vermont 05602
(802) 828-2811

Dated: June 14, 1990
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APPENDIX A

'
.

L Chart * Interrogatory No. 80
,

|

~

Flow-

Penetration (gpm) l' Head Loss i

.

X-224A & B 17,300 per 17,300 spm

X-123 4,250 per 10,000 gpm |

X-226A & B 4,500 per 4,500 gpm
-

X-227. 400 per 10,000 gpm

!

>

f

i

!

!

$

. .
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Chart - Interrogatory No. 81
,

G.E. Spec. No. Title Microfilm

21A1079 Standard Requirements for AuxiliarySteam 36-746
)

. Turbine Drives (HPCI)
,

;

21 A1079AC Auxiliary Steam Turbine Drives 36-764

21A1068 Standard Requirements for High Pressure 36-708
Coolant Injection (HPCI) Pumps

21 A1068AL High Pressure Coolant Injection Pump 36-725

21A5822 Reactor Core Isolative. Coolant Pump 36-2490
- General Requirements

.

21A5822AF RCIC Pump - Data Sheet 36-2507

L 21A5840 Auxiliary Steam Turbine Drives 36-2612

21 A5840AJ Auxiliary Steam Turbine Drives 36-2630

l 21 A3300 Centrifugal Pump - Mechanical Seali 36-2630

21A3300AB ' Core Spray Pump 7-36

21 A3300AE Residual Heat Removal Pump 5/36

!

l

_2
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Chart - Interrogatory No. 82
I

.,

!
,

Service (Date) Manufacturer Type /Model GE PO#.

- |
1

CS

'(9/17/68) .
Bingham-Willa- 12x16x141 205-H0371
mette CVDS *

R H R -' Bingham-Willa- 16x18x261- 205-H0922 :)(11/7/67) mette stage CVIC

HPCI Byron-Jackson 10x12x15 2- 205-H0457.
(9/9/67) stage DVMX

>

RCIC Bingham-Willa- 4x6x9B MSD 205-H0470
(8/3/68) mette 5-stage ,

<

4

Note: Purchase order dates do not necessarily reflect date of manufacture or |date of delivery. -

t-

i

j

(-

| .,

i

L

-3-

..
- -
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Chart - Interrogatory 11o. 83

Service Pump Serial No. NPSH

CS 280418 24' @ 3,000 gpm

280419. 24' @ 3,000 gpm
,

RHR 270839 26' @ 7,200 gpm
,

270840 26' @ 7,200 gpm. -

270841 26' @ 7,200 gpm

'

270842 26' @ 7,200 gpm
,

wHPCI 671-S-1187 15' @ 4,250 gpm @
.

- 4,000 rpm

671-S-1192 52' @ 4,250 gpm.@
J 4,000 rpm

RCIC . 270609 20' @ 416 gpm @
4,500 rpm,

i

-4-
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Chart - Interrogatory No.'84 '

is
Service Pump Serial No. Reference

.;

CS
''

280418 Bingham Pump Co., '!
. , , .

Curve No. 27691-
-

,

280419 Bingham Pump Co., !-

_

Curve No. 27692-.

4

!

RHR 270839- Bingham Pump Co.,
Curve No. 28567 '

270840 Bingham Pump Co.,
Curve No. 27922-

,

270841 . Bingham Pump Co.,
Curve No. 28469

1

-

1

270842 Bingham Pump Co.,
;

Curve No. 28470' <

'

!HPCI 671-S-1187 Byron-Jackson, '

Curve No. T-30057

671-S-1192 Byron-Jackson,
Curve No. T-30040

RCIC 270609 Bingham Pump Co.,~

Curve No. 26679

l

|
1

i

I

|

-5-
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iChart - Interrogatory No. 85-
-1

.=

System:,

Pump s,
App. Date Test Date Test Organization Test Report Test. Spec.

-

,

CS:

-

280418 11/20/69 Bingham Pump Co. T-280418 SP-1511/03/69

280419 11/24/69 Bingham Pump Co. T-280419 SP-1511/03/69

RHR System:

. 270839 '07/13/70 Bingham Pump Co. T-270839 SP-15--

11/03/69

270840 02/09/70 Bingham Pump Co. T-270840-1 SP-15 !11/03/69 '

270841 06/24/70 Bingham Pump.Co.. T-270841-2 SP-1511/03/69-
'

-

270842 06/26/70 Bingham Pump Co. T-270842-1 SP-15
-

11/03/69

- HPCI System:
-

-

671-S- 09/30/68 Byron-Jackson T-29994 TP-4020-

1187
07/11/69

671-S- 10/09/68 Byron-Jackson T30040 TP-3020
=

1192
07/11/69

_

~

RCIC System:

270609 02/28/69 Bingham Pump Co. T-27609-1 SP-15N/A

!

-

-6-
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Chart - Interrogatory No. 88
;

System: :
Pump *, Pump i

App. Date Test Date Test Organization Test Report Curve

- CS:
I

280418' 11/20/69 Bingham Pump Co. T-280418 27691 .

12/17/70 1

280419 11/24/69 Bingham Pump Co. T-280419 27692
12/17/70

,

RHR System:

'270839 07/13/70 Bingham Pump Co. T270839 28567~
07/24/70

270840 02/09/70 Bingham Pump Co. T-270840-1 27922
Not legible 1

i

270841 06/24/70 Bingham Pump Co. T-270841-2 28469
07/13/70

270842 . 06/26/70 Bingham Pump Co. T-270842-1 28470-
07/13/70-

'

HPCI System:,

671-S- 09/30/68 Byron-Jackson T-2999.4 T-29994
1187o ,

12/09/70
'

671-S- 10/09/68 Byron-Jackson T30040 T-30040
1192-

12/09/70
;

RCIC System:
!

270609 02/28/69 Bingham Pump Co. T-27609-1 26679
N/A

,

-7-'
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Chart - Interrogatory No. 89

,

Typical NPSH Values ;A

System (Source
Reference) NPSH Conditionsi

4

Core Spray (1) 34.2' 147'F water @ 3,000 gpm

RHR (1) 31.I' 147'F water @ 7,000 spm
(2) 26.3' 165'F water @ 14,000 gpm '

.

HPCI (3) 52.5' 100*F water @ 4,250 spm (suction ,

from CST)

Source References:

(1) GE Calculation "VY LOCA DEBRIS" DRF No. 100-1713, Section 17.32, |01/10/86.

(2) PDCR 76-04, Enclosure E, Supporting Calculations (at 207). ;

(3) Letter VYB-1058, EBASCO to General Electric Company 10/27/68 (Sheet
16).
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